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ABSTRACT

The attached monograph, "On the Foundations of National Military Strategy: Past and

Present," identifies the Hobbsian nation-state system, the Soviet threat, Containment,

Deterrence, the Bi-polar balance of power. European focus, and a cumbersome bureaucracy .as

the foundations of America's national military strategy during the Cold War period. The author

labelled these Items "the Current Paradigm." Research was then conducted to determine thne

legitimacy of the current paradigm The result of this research led the author to conclude that.

current domestic and international trends and realities called each element of the current

paradigm into question. This finding, the author goes on to claim, implies (a) tMat to use the

current paradigm in the present domestic and international situation would not resuit in

appropriate solutions to current problems; therefore (b) a new paradigm was required. The

monograph closes with the suggestion of a new paradigm, the components of which are the

following: a Humean international system, Diminished external threats and increased internal

threats, Inclusion, Justified intervention, Balancing powers and the power of balance, Global

focus, and a Faster, more creative bureaucracy. The author acknowledg*es the difficulties in

abandoning a set of beliefs that have successfully governed national military strate.v ior fiftv

years and adopting a new set, but he quickly points out the risks in not doing so.
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ABSTRACT

The attached monograph, "On the Foundations of National Military Strategy: Past and

Present," identifies the Hobbslan nation-state system, the Soviet threat, Containment,

Deterrence, the Bi-polar balance of power. European focus, and a cumbersome bureaucracy Y-

the foundations of America's national military strategy during the Cold War period. The author

labelled these items "the Current Paradigm." Research was then conducted to determine tne

legitimacy of the current paradigm The result of this research led the author to conc.lt I d thh,*t

current domestic and International trends and realities called each element of the cut-rent

paradigm into question. This finding, the author goes on to claim, implies (a) that to use the

current paradigm in the present domestic and international situation would not resuit in

appropriate solutions to current problems; therefore (b) a new paradigm was required. The

monograph closes with the suggestion of a new paradigm, the components of which are the

following a Humean international system, Diminished external threats and increased interr al

threats, Inclusion, Justified Intervention, Balancing powers and the power of balance, Global

focus, and a Faster, more creative bureaucracy. The author acknowledges the difficulties in

abandoning a set of beliefs that have successfully .loverned national military strate., ior fiftv

years and adopting a new set, but he quickly points out the risks In not doing so.
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_Rne. Deartes
Rules for the Direction of the Mind

Why des a national military strategy change7 How does it chnge Two studies-- Two

,t'•df ite•" by Robert DougIhtv ard T.e orcesot//lton' 1 Xtrm. Ci Sar r t Fos,.n--

deribe changes that the French armed forces made during the period between the wor ld wers

These cnes were incremental, organizetional modifications that proved Insuffic ient gil v,.n the

realities facing the French and the technology available. The French had not re.lli, crharngea, Ir.

anything other than a cosmetic sense, prior to WW Ii.I

I shall argue that fundamental changes in national military stratea, involve first a

conceptual change which ten results in practical changes. To cnane, a strateg- requres

fundamental snifts in the way the military profession views the world. Further. isnall e0Dia.if

these conceptual changes andi shifts in world view as paradigm shifts That rs, the wa:n 3 i.,iton

raises, equips, depioys, organizes, educates, trains, lights, coordinates, arid sust3inri i•tl ar

forces is that nation's military strategy2, and this strategy derives from the, cirr art p•-;•i,•m

held by that nation's armed forces.

These are bold claims, ones for which I shall asiuce arguments arid eviaerce later. For

now, consiaer this: Copernicus. Galileo. Newton, Einstein- -each is a name famoihar for WlOT

he represents as well as what he did. Each represents a scientific change of monumental

proportions& the sun-cmtered arononucol system, the modern scientific method, the Meanr.

* of gravity and the mecrnamstic universe, and the theory of relativity. The fundamental cranies

that these men suggested, later proven by others, changed the ruies for conauctna sclenc an'z

mapped out new directions for the study of the physical world. The men listed above identifile



"new* realities, saw patterns among these new phenomena, and suggested cohesive ways to put

these patterns together. Thus, they changOd the history of science. Such fundamental chanoe i.-

normal in the progression of science, and, I think offers insight into the nature of change and

how it applies to armed forces.

Thomas S. Kuhn, in Mhe Strxtu e of&1g&tVzchft R~/ut;qs. explains these fundam-nta l

chanoes of science In terins of shifts of paradigms. Paradi.ms are important, according to

Kuhn, beause they constitute the shred beliefs of the scientific community whiebh g.rvrn the

conduct of "normal" science and provide the foundation of a professional culture. 3 Scientific

change, or proress. comes in the form of new observations and "facts" that challenge the

current paradigm. At this point the scientific community has two options: either continue to

hold to the old paradigm, calling the new observations anamolies or exception~s, or adopt a new

paradigm. History shows that scientists usually choose the former option. They remain

conservative, holding on to their old ways of understanding, interpreting, and problem solving

They make modifications and ihcremental adjustments to what they "know to be true" (like the

French did during the inter-war years). Generally, scientists continue trying to olve the

problems that arise from the new observations and "facts" In ways that they hod been taught

They fall back upon ways that "worked before." only to find solutions are wanting- incomplete

and insufficient Finally, the growing numbers of anamolies and excepticns creates a crisis.

the old paradigm collapses. A new paradigm steps forward, and a scientific revolution occurs.

first In thought, then In practice. The revolution is complete when members of the scientific

profession test and verify the new Paradiom. then show how it incorporates the former

anamolles and exceptions. 4

Kuhn's model for scientific change has tremendous explanatory power in its ability to

analyze change within professional communities. With It, one may gain new insights into



fundunaital changes in military history. However, I intend a more contemporary use. I shall

"argue that the United States is In the process of a paradigm shift concerning its national

"military strategy. The argument will follow four steps: first, an explanation of the nature of a

paradigm, how it works, how and why it shifts; second, a description of the U.5 military's

current paradigm; third. a listing of trends and realities that challenge the current paradim-s

legitimacy; and last, some suggestions concerning a new pardigm and its imphicltion?

Step 1: Paradigms: An example of what they are. how they work. how and why

they shift.

Ttn ite/l is rSe/2ŽWthraWO its oWn us4...Knowhn..ms7s a crtra k• A74'.
?- nte/lnt/y amv&/e 0/f9%; It 4 W&' enm/wrlati e &f A at!Mv s i. t rre" sose

John Dewey
Reconstruction in Philosophy

Unfortunately. Kuhn did not present one clear 'v articulated deinition of a pararnqm. in

fact he uses the term in 21 ways.5 However, despair need not result. From this varietry, one

can draw the fol lowino set of conditions which circumscribe the nature and uses of a paradigm

The term "paradigm* applies if it-

1, describes the received beliefs of a specific bodv of knowlei* 6
2. Is agreed upon, shared by, and governs the beliefs of a professional community.7
3. has a set of institutions or a bureaucracy through which the paradigm is usea.

promulgated, taught, and further articulated. 8

4. establishes the professional understanding by.
a defining "problems" and "puzzles" to be solved--i.e. establishes the scope of

legitimate research; 9

b. working s a tool to solve "problems" or "puzzles;"IO
c. establishing the methods of research, I
d. establishing the criteria of success; 12
a. Interpreting. organizing, and explaining data and phenomena; 13

These conditions delineate a school of thought which has its own truths and prophets,
"beliefs and believers, teachings and teachers. The school's professional community uses its



truths, beliefs, and teachings to explain and interpret the world, predict the future, identify

problems and prescribe methods for solving them, conduct research, and educate new

members. 1
4

The French military, in the period between the world wars, provides a good exam•ple

The profession had a dominant school of thought concerning the future direction of its military

strategy. This school was guided by a set of 13eaiefs, its paradigm, used to develop their

country's military stategy. It sought to identify and define the pertinent military problems

that they had to solve, study the problems, and present solutions In accord with the school's

"paradigm and workable on the future battlefield, as defined by the school's memters

The main beliefs which governed France's military paradigm include the following; ).

alliance diplomwj,- .:1nd the perceived need of cementing a tie with England as fundamental to

victory in a coming war; 15 (2) belief that the key to victory in battle lies in the centralized

control of fires by division and higher commanders and infantry as the decisive combat arm;

(3) predicting that future war lies in the methodical battle i 7 not infiltration maneuver.

breakthrough, and swift attack in depth; 13 ;•nd (4) translation of the methodical battle into an

attrition-oriented, static defense that thly hoped would buy time needed to orchestrate their

alliance and mobilize resources 19 or an aqi&l'v stylized, attrition-oriented method of attack

used even by their mechanized forces.20 While the paradigm certainly contained other

elements, these four will suffice for purooses of example.

The beliefs of the paradigm are Important, for accepting a paradiorn is like acceptlnG .3

judicial decision.21 Acceptance entails use- paradigms are practical constructs. not merely

theoretical. The French would see the practical result of their paradigm in 1 939-40 22

Results are important. However, this esMsv aims to illuminate the use of a paradigmi as well as



what results from it.

Accepting their paradigm entailed key decisionsf or French military strategy They

"raised, equipped, deployed, organized, educated, trained, fought, coordinated, and sustained

their military forces in concert with the paradigm they adopted.

The French raised an army whose term of service was reduced to eighteen months in

1924 and to twelve months In 1928, whose proficiency was suited primarily for defense, and

whose term of service was a mawor impetus for the construction of the Maginot L ine23 The

army was equipped for static, defensive warfare and methodcal battle. In the defense, ta8if-

supported infantry. In the offense, tanks attacked in a linear, methodical way with the par-;e of

the attack tied to the range of supporting artillery.24 As Doughty explains, "objectives were

placed about fifteen hundred meters apart, the infantry an artillery could provide protective

fires, and the tanks* movement coud be more closely controlled.-25 The army deployed to defend

French frontiers in linear, near cordon fashion with some. albeit arguably insufficient and ill

controlled, reserves.2 6 They occupied the "centerpiece of interwar French military" thinking

the Maginot Line.2 7 The Magnot Line. in addition to protecting soldiers, defending a traditional

invasion route, and providing economy of force, protected French industry which had to

mobilize to.support of the kind of war the French military envisioned.26

Organizationally, France did have a modern force for its day. French cavalry aio cnanqe

Into a light mechanized division; unfortunately, overall "movement toward mochaniztion

was.. characterized by ..fragmentation and diversity "29 Almost half the Frenen tanks were

emplkwed in an infantry support role. 30 The French emploved less than 25 percent in armoreo

divisions."3 1 Most of the French army was organized primarily to flrit defensvelv, then to

transition to a slow, ponderous, methodical, firepower-based counterattack 32 French Jo.trine



called for centralized control anl following rigid p~ans, The "methodical battle wujld roit he

overturned (even] by the tank; rather, the tank had become an intega; part of that step-by-

step, carefully controlled battle....emplved ah*ea of the infantry.. in order to destroy the

stronger defenses...After they overran an enemy position, the following infantry and their

tanks would..move forwardtL...The French wanted the tank to be bound tightly to the infantry and

to be restrained by the tether of artillery support."3 4 They knew the Germans had mastered

encounter battles, "battles [that] take place unexpectedly, between forces on the move," but the

French military avolded them.35 Why? Doughty suggests that the French realized that their

one-vuer soldiers could not fight such battles 36

French military strategy developed as a result of the attempt to solve the problems

confronting the country--the German threat, lessons learned from their WW I experience.

their study and testing of new technologies, and domestic restraints and demands. The problems

were framed bv and solutions derived from the paradgm governing French mi litarv tinkino.

With this paradigm, the French Identified which problems they had to solve, defined these

problems, established the methods for their research, and identified successful solutions

Wrong though they were, the French solutions were consistent with the paradigm they held-

Had the French been abile to identuV that their paradigm was incorrect. as some

members of the profession claimed, they moy have arrived at different conclusions. However,

shifts In paradigms are difficult. On one hand, new paradigms offer new explanations of

reality, new possiblIties In solving problems, new ways to adapt, and new chances for success

in a cang world On the other hand, professions often riercely resist paradigm shtrts

because such shifts entail changes to the prevalling system and elimination of settled

bureaucracles, policies, procedures, and interests. However, paradigms do shift.

They shift because the old paradigm no longer "fits" current realities. The operant



paradigm does not work as well as it did. It identifies successful solutions with decreased

regularity. Paradigms shift because someone, or some group, finds a new paradigm and show5

"* that it can do what the former could not. As Kuhn puts it: "a novel theory emerged only after a

pronounced failure in the normal problem-solving activity-"37 How do they shift? Not

cleanly.

The process leading to paradigm shift begins almost imperceptibly. At first, "facts" are

,.scovered that the operant paradigm did not expect and cannot exp lain--anomoales. Adherents

tO the paradigm "will devise numerous articulations and hAlwe modifications of mneir tneorv in

order to eliminate any apparent conflict." 3 8 Over time. however, anomIali es create a cr SIs for

the operant paradigm and Its believers. The growing number of modifications requirea of the

paradigm to accommodate an increasing number of anomalies results in the following

realization: that what some had called anomalies are really counter-instances which

demonstrate that the operant paradigm is insufficient. 3 9 At this point the profession is in

crisis. As Einstein observed, it is as if "the ground [is] pulled out from under one, with no

firm foundation to be seen anywhere."40

"The transition from a paradigm In crisis to a new one," Kuhn writes, "is a

reconstruction of the field from new fundamentals.. that changes some of the field's most

elemerady theoretical generalizations as well as many of its...methods and applications. "41

During transition, debate abounds. Writers present alternative theories in professional

Journals and papers.4 2 The debate ends not with logic alone. Rather, the adoption of a new

paradigm has as much to do with psycholeoy and sociology as with logic and eyidence 43

A paradigm shift results in new methods for problem ioentification, statement, and

solution, The impact upon the profession is immense. What is accepted is not yust a new

theory, but all that derives from it. With respect to military strateqy, a new paraciaam wiN
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result in new approaches to raising, equipping, deploying, organizing, educating, training.

fighting, coordinating, and sustaining an armed force. Mere logic and evidence are insufficient

to motivate such shifts. Paradigm shifts are akin to an intellectual conversion or transfer of

dlleglance.4 4 One can understand the resistance to paradigm shifts.

The real issue of a paradigm debate is control over the future of a profession- - not just

theoretical control resulting from defining the new paradigm, but real control of agenda,

bureaucrwy, and budget. 45 Thus, Kuhn suggests that advocates of new paradigms are often

"men so young or so new to the crisis-ridden field that practice has committed them less deeply

then most of their contemporaries to the world view and rules determined by the old

paradigm." ,4 6

Doughty's and Posen's description of the inter-war French military corroborates much

of Kuhn's explanation of paradigm shifts and the institutional resistance to such shifts. The

organizational behavior of the French military profession--with confusing authority, v"eue

powers, cumbersome administrative procedures-- precluded them from innovation and from

developing a more appropriate response to the realities they faced. The bureaucratic

environment in the French High Command, Posen shows, "favored the development of a doctrine

relying on the strength of the defense, methodical battle, and firepower. "47 Thus, Doughty

explains, France " had prepared for and gone to war with a cumbersome military hierarchy

[and supporting bureaucracy] ill-suited to innovative and flexible responses in peace or

war, "4e

During the inter-war period, the French commissioned several studies and tests

concerning future war and the role of the tank and mechanized forces in It. Some recommenuded

revolutionary changes, but no such changes occurred,49 Why? Correctly, one might adduce

several answers to this question, but key to each must be the requirement that the tank or any



other innovation "fit into" the French military's belief in centralized control and the attrition-

oriented "methodical battle."5 0 Any more audacious use would require a shift in paradigm.

France was unable to adopt a new paradigm despite a public debate over the future of the

French army and an increasing military budget. "Numerous articles appeared in military

iournals about the role of the tank. "$I In response, another commission studied the question

only to result in establishing "the standard French approach to the tank that was to endure

through 1939."52 While the French made some minor modifications to their doctrine, no

radical change occurred.5 3 Nor, from an understanding of paradigms, could one realistically

expect a radical change to occur, Posen identifies the practical impossibility to change, for

"new technologies were in the custody of very traditional services... The military hierarchy

was inflexible...(with] little civilian pressure to innovate." 5 4 During the five years leading up

to 1939, France had increased Its military budget from 11.48 billion francs to 93 39 billion,

an eight-fold increase. 5 5 Yet. the money was not spent on a war-winning military.5 6 The

budget was spent In accordance with the paradigm governing the French m1itary orofess1on

The French manifested, again as Kuhn explains is the case in most professions, an

inability to change. Misuse of military history, bureaucratic organization, inertia, vested

interests of "ruling" groups, "constituencies" among various branches and commissions--all

mitigated against fundamental change. While the French sought to avoid misusing histdry by

basing their doctrine solely on principles derived from historical studies, 5 7 the system the

French had for the study of history resulted in a narrow focus on their own experiences and

interpretations of them, vice a more objective and comprehensive study.S8 Doughty explains

that despite recent French colonial experiences and the experiences of other nations in wars

more recent than World War I, the "battle of Montdidier became the common basis for officers

to study and learn..,a model of the methodical battle, of centralized control, and of effective
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planning and execution" for the French military.S9 The French concluded that "methodical

techniques could be applied outside Europe....[and] that methods had to be adapted to the

circumstances." 6 0 "No new method or counter evidence," Doughty states, "could overturn or

replace [the concept of total war and methodical battle]. "61

Organizationally, the "French did not have a smoothly functioning system In which

specific individuals had precise responsibilities for analyzing issues and resolving

problems. "62 The "chief of the general staff of national defense... only had powers of

coordination, not of command."63 Such an organization did not, nor could it, provide the army

with a firm sense of direction.64 Inertia in the French militarv was with infantr, and

artillery, not armored forces. Those who controlled the French military profession, as

Doughty explains, labelled tank enthusiast "extremists."6 6 They allowed that the tank would

play a role on the future battlefield, but "Its employment was carefully enclosed within and

constrained by the doctrine of the methodical battle,"66 Again, study after study confirmed this

conclusion.6 7 The controlling constituencies within the French military were not disposed to

relinquish control--not for any sinister reason, but for reasons completely explicable.

Doughty explains, "more than baing a victim of German military excellence, France was

a victim of her own historical experience...and political and military institutions..,[ her]

choices [were] constrained and partially shaped by theso influencing factors. "68 "The failure

to change sufficiently," he goes on to say,

is rooted in the political, institutional, historical, and strategic relationships
that induced the French to mold and adapt the new weaponry to the prevailIng
doctrine. The army viewed technological developments from the perspective of
already accepted concepts and did not perceive new ideas or weapons overturning
or forcing a fundamental transformatlon...of accepted doctrine. The...High
Command...found It easier to compromise than to construct something fundamentally
new .... most new concepts and weapons...were grafted onto older methods or
assimilated into existing organizations. ..Only some fundamental changes in



I1

thinking could have altered the main outline of the 1940 solution.69

French commissions--who were to study the future of war in light of new technoloQies,

organizations, and doctrine--merely confirmed the profession's paradigm. On the whole, the

profession treated novel alternatives as anomolies not counter-instances. Profess1ons and

their bureaucracies do not shift paradigms easily. Not until Germany demonstrated that

France's paradigm was outdated did the French military, as a profession, realize its crisis.70

"By 1936, the thought patterns and organizational structure were set. When Hitler began his

depredations, few were willing to embark upon risky innovations." 7 1 Germany was aIout to

present France with the ultimate counter-instance. Paradigms, France would realize, are

practical constructs. not merely theoretical. "The rapid collapse of Poland," Doughty observes,

"provided a sense of urgency." 72 The paradigm-military strategy link is real.

Like the French, and all other nations, the United States' national military strategv

derives from its paradigm. America raises, equips, deploys, organizes, educates, trains,

flghtS, coordinates, and sustains her armed rorces in concert with a speciflc set of oellers and

imperatives. These beliefs and imperatives operate just as the ones governing the French n.ac.

The paradigm describes the accepted beliefs of the military community, has a bureacracy

through which the paradigm is used, taught, and articulated;.and is used to identify, define, and

solve the problems which face the profession. In the section that follows, I shall present a

description of the American paradigm.

Step 2: The paradigm ourrently governing the U.S. military.

Faith in a fart cn hlop crmte the tx.t

William James
The Wi II to Believe

In 1651, Thomas Hobbes published his classic, Laviathl. In It he presented what

remains the theoretical foundation of International relations "Nature," Hobbes wrote, 'has



made men so equal" that, while one may be "stronger in body or of quicker mind than anotrer.

the weakest has strength enough to kill the strongest," either by surprise or by joining with

others.73 Because each person has an equal ability to get what he wants and, therefore, an equal

hope of attaining his ends, the Hobbesian state of nature is unstable in the extreme. It is,

according to Hobbes, a state of constant war with "every man against every man," a war which

consists not only of battle, but also of the psychological instability that results from knowing

someone or some group might attack at any moment. 74

Although Hobbes did not describe the nature of the International community, others have

applied his ideas to create such a description. Each state in the international community,

according to the Hobbesian model, stands against the other just as each oerson stands against the

other In the Hobbesian state of nature. In Politi/l T/eoryv ord/nternotmnoldo/,Yo/f'ns,

Charles R. Beltz explains that "the application of Hobbes's conception of the state of nature to

international relations serves two different funtlons, First, It provides an analytical model

that explains war as the result of structural properties of international relations .... Second, (it]

provides a model..,that explains how normative principles for International relations should be

Justlfled."75 Beltz goes on to demonstrate the paucity of the Hobbeslan model; however, his

detailed and precise treatment testifies to the model's power and continued appeal 76

John Spanler's International politics textbook, C'vnesA0?tWs Ploy exemplifies the

appeal and utility of the Hobbesian model. One can easily see the Hobbesian influence in hns

text, the seventh edition of which was published just recently. He describes the interantlonal

community as a system in which:

each state... Is the guardian of Its own security.. Each reqards other states as potential
enemies that may threaten fundamental interests. Consequently, states generally feel
insecure and regard one another with a good deal of apprehension and distrust All
become very concerned about their strengths, or power. In order to prevent an attack ,a
state must be as powerful as potential aggressors. 77



As Spanier demonstrates, the power a nation possesses itself, or in concert with allies, is

fundamental to the Hobbesian model.

Power. and its use to guarantee the security of one's nation, is one of the most dom inant

themes In any study of international relations and national security. In the absence or a

common power to keep each member of the international community in check, each nation must

either be strong enough to protect its survival against likely aggressors or be in alliance with

those who can. Thus, Spanier again applies Hobbes' Ideas to describe international politics as

"the product of a state system that is characterized by the absence of a legitimate central

government...(and a] set of rules or norms that govern (sic) the way in which political

conflicts can be resolved peacefully."7 8

Some might argue that Spanier is extreme in his characterization. 79 However,

Influential policy makers and strategic planners have and still do use the Hobboeslan morael. 8 o

For example, the model underlies the Secretary of Defense's current annual report to the

President and the Congress and the President's latest national security strategy 6i

The Hobbesian model, one seems warranted to conclude. Is the theoretical foundation of

the paradigm governing America's military strategy and sets the international stage onto which

post-World War II America walked. Furthermore, that the United States and the 5oviet Union

emerged from World War II as the two superpowers in a Hobbesian nation-state system.

provides the motivation for and justification of the next two elements of the paradigm the

analysis of the threat and the development of a national strategy to meet that threat.

Western leaders understood even before the end of World War II that the main post-war

threat in the international arena would be the Soviet Union. In the United States, while post-

war policy makers debated over the correct policy to meet this threat, no one denied that the

major threat was the Soviet Union. 8 2 The National Security Council vlewed the U 5.-5oviet
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relationship as "a basic conflict between the idea of freedom under a government of laws, a.nd

the idea of slavery under the grim oligarchy of the Kremlin."83 What becomes apparent from

this view of the Soviet threat is its ideological component. Communist ideology threatened

democratic ideals, and this threat gave the Cold War its particular intensity.8 4

In addition, the Communists were aggressive and posed significant military strength

The Soviet Union was viewed then, and one could argue plausibly is viewed by some still, as

seeking "to create overwhelming military force, in order to back up infiltration with

Intimidation" to dominate the world.8S5 NSC 68, a strategic assessment produced by the

National Security Council in 1950, identified the Soviet Union as "animated by a new fanatic

faith, antithetical to our own [which] seeks to impose its absolute authority over the rest of the

world."86 This portrayal continued well into the mid- 1970s when "a group of prominent

citizens banded together...to arouse the public and sound the alarm (declaring] that the Soviet

Union has not altered its long-held goal of a world dominated from a single center--Moscow "87

When this aggressive, ideological, militarily well-equipped threat developed a nuclear

capability, it took on another, much more ominous aspect--it became a physical threat to the

existence of the United States.

The Soviet Threat has been- -and remains, at least In some sectors and with some

prominent professionals--the primary focus of American national military strategy. James

Schlesinger recognized this focus in his annual Defense Department Report of FY 1 975 There,

he Identified the Soviet Union as the dominant threat against which both our nuclear and

conventional forces are aimed,88 This belief also governed Secretary Casper Weinberger's

analysis presented in his annual report of FY 1985.89 Even in the most recent Defense

Department annual report Secretary Dick Cheney says, "Although the changes begun in the

Soviet Union and Eastern Europe are welcome, !oviet armed forces remain the most serious
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military threat to the United States and its allies. "90 As recently as October 1990, Lt. Gen

Charles B. Eichelberger's "The Hazards of an Unstable World" re-emphasized the physical

component of the Soviet threat. He wrote,

Despite undertaking Internal reforms, reductions and arms control
negotiations, the Soviet Union will remain the largest standing European
land army. Although Moscow is restructuring its armed forces on the
principle of sufficiency, these forces will be equipped with more capable,
modernized weapons. In addition, the Soviets are continuing to modernize
their offensive strategic nuclear systems. These systems make the USSR
the only state capable of destroying the United States. While their use
is not expected, we cannot lose sight of this capability. 9 1

On the strategic level, one cannot doubt that the Soviet Union, understood as an aggressive,

ideological as well as physical threat to the United States, remained the focal point of post-war

U.S. strategic analysts.

This strategic analysis, when coupled with the corresponding emphasis each service has

given to training and educating its forces to defeat Soviet and Soyviet-client armed forces, leads

one to see that the paradigm governing U.S. national military strategy contains an

overwhelming belief in the Soviet Threat. Moreover, this threat analysis is the obiect of the

policy of containment and the strategy of deterrence.

Containment's origin is often attributed to George Kennan's "X" article of 194792 in

which he said, "the main element of any United States policy toward the Soviet Union must be

that of a long-term, patient but firm and vigilant containment of Russian expansive

tendsnces."13 When one understands the Soviet threat as both Ideological and physical, one

sees that containment expanded the definition of "vital national interest" beyond security,

narrowly conceived, to include ideological interests,94 America had to stop the ideology from

spreaing, even where such expansion did not powe a physical threat to her interests. Adopting

this policy meant that the U.S. sought to contain Kremlin-dlrected communist expansion--



wherever it occurredL9 5

"Acceptance of the policyof containment," write Jordan and Taylor in AmsricmnANationa!

Sa-zrfty, "laid the foundation for.,.A.merican strategic policy....Opposition to communist

expansion became the fundamental principle of American foreign polcy.."96 Containment

provided the impetus for NATO and for the "pactomania" of the Eisenhower-Dulles years.9 7

Containing Soviet directed and inspired communist expansion provided the rationale for our

actions during the Korean War, the Cuban missile crisis, Vietnam, and our opposition to 3grist

forces in Afghanistan. In his recent "National Security Strategy of the United States,"

President Bush recognizes the important role that containment played In American foreign

policy and national military strategy,

The challenge of an aggressive, repressive Soviet Union was contained by
a system of alliances, which we helped create, and led .... perhaps it was
Inevitable that the Soviet Union, met by a strong coalilion of free nations
determined to resist its encroachments, would have to (urn inward to face
the Internal contradictions of its own deeply flawed system--as our policy
of containment always envisloned. 98

From containment flowed the strategy of deterrence. In fact the two are linked

essentially: the United States hoped to contain the Soviet Union by deterring her from

expensive moves. American forces would confront the Russians "with unalterable counter-

force at every point where (the Soviets] show signs of encroaching upon the interests of a

peaceful and stable world."9 9 Deterrence, the dominant strategy executing the policy of

containment, 100 sought to keep an opponent from a given course by posing unacceptable

risks. 101

The administrations of Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, Carter. Reaaan. and

Bush would apply diplomatic action or military force to deter the -Soviets from their hegmonic

design. Alliances or other aggrgements would also deter the Soviets. Concerning the military
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arm of deterrence and containment, forces would be nuclear and conventional. Forward

dep1oyed troops of any service; early deployment of military forces whether sea, land, or air;

the :ossession of a first and second strike nuclear arsenal; and the development of the 5trategic

Defense Initiative--all would provide deterrence.

Deterrence has driven, and continues to drive, our national military strateqy. It

provides one of the foundations of both "The Maritime Strategy" of Admiral Watkins and "The

Amphibious Warfare Strategy' of General Kelly."102 It provides partial rationale for our

nuclear triad. President Bush lists deterrence as the first component of America's grena

strategy, and Secretary Cheney labels deterrence as "the highest priority of the Department of

Defense." 10 3 Belief In deterrence, like containment from which it flows, forms another key

belief of the American paradigm.

The next component of the paradigm currently governing American military thinking

concerns the world in which the threat was identified, containment professed. and deterrence

executed, the bi-polar world. 'World War II destroyed the multipolar balance of power," says

Joseph Nye in OoUndtoLaV. "and ushered in the age of Soviet-American bi-polaritv "'104

Secretary Schlesinger reflects the opinion of others before and after him when, in his annual

report of 1975, he reminded us that "the United States bears the principal burden of

maintaining the worldwide military equilibrium which is the foundation for the security and

the survival of the Free World.... In fulfilling this responsibility we remognize that we ore

dealing with a world which Is militarily dominated by two states--ours ana the 5oviet

Union." 105 Bi-polarity, therefore, is also key to the paradigm governing the American

military profession.

This bi-polarity led to the American focus an Europe. ihe worst-crg srenarlo, and thp

one most feared even during the Korean War, was the possibility of a Soviet attack of Western
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When the Cold War began In the 1940s. it was the recovery of Europe and the
NATO military alliance on which the United States based its foreign policy....
America's policies and actions (even In) Asia--whether the Korean War,
the Vietnam War, or President Nixon's rapprochement with Communist
Chinr--were essentially ports of America's European strategy to contain
and counterbalance aEuropm7-centered Russlat empahsis in original) 107

While battle in Europe may have been the least likely, it was the highest threat, for it

was the battle with the highest probability of escalating to nuclear exchange. U.S. armed forces

prepared for this scenario most earnestly. The bulk of each service's budget went to

developing, procuring, and fielding weapons systems, conventional and ruclear, that would

ensure success in the "high Intensity," central battle of Europe. Service -.'hools and training

exercises paid primary attention to the European battlefield. In planning, preparing, and

practicing operations to gain control of the air, control of the sea, or control of the ground,

Europe was the main concern. Planners attented to insurgencies, counterinsurgencies, irlo

other contingency missions; however, these were "low intensity" conflict. While acknowledoed

as more likely, they were of secondary importance. They were the "half wars" America had to

be ready to fight. The big war was in Europe,

However, as important as the international system, the Soviet threat, containment,

deterrence, Europe, and the bl-polar world are in determining our natinral military strategy,

these elements do not comprise the entire paradigm which governs that strategy. Like the

French and most other organizations, the Department of Defec•% and the Service Departments

are hierarchical bureaucracies. As such, they behave within predictable parameters.

Important decisions are made at the top and executed at the bottom of the organization. They are

conservative, cumbersome, slow to make decisions, arf1 relatively inflexible--especially

where significant change or rapid reorientation is requi! M1. As in all bureaucracies, internal,

organizational, "turf" considerations- -vested infi•e'rts dnid constituencies- -figure as
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prominantly -as do considerations of effectivenss and efficiency. 106 "The iron law of

bureaucracies," writes Hedrick Smith in ThePow6r tbne, "is to grow and to control their own

fiefdoms, and the military services--being bureacracies--follow that law '109

Couple these characteristics with fiscal constraints, competition for limited resources,

Congressional demands-and restrictions, service agendas, personalities, and media scrutiny

The result paints the true picture of the context within which our military strategy is

developed, planned, and executed. 110 Some have gone so far as to adduce evidence thev thini.

sufficient enough to conclude that organizational factors, not the others, are the most important

ones in determining what our national military strategy looks like. 11 In a 1986 essa,

published In £arntrs, Jeffrey S. McKitrick goes so far as to swy that even after the latest

JCS Reorganization Act, "vestiges of the World War II service-oriented military, etablishment

continue to exist.I 12 McKitrick then concludes by saying, "it is doubtful that any maior

reform will take place, absent a military disaster that generates public demand for chanoe. "I 13

A more recent ?rmfetls essay by Colonel AJ. Bacevich goes so far as to argue that the

American military profession is locked in a nostalgic embrace with World War II, an embrace

that precludes a detached, objective analysis of modern war and Warantees a self- indulgent

devotion to a "Pattonesque style of warfare." "14

As unpleasant as recognition of these kinds of factors is, an accurate description of the

current paradigm requires it. The fact that one tries to eliminate these kinds of influencer? *s

counterproductive, does not diminish their continued relevance in the develooment of n3'Ional

military strategy. More to the point- these are Just the kinds of influences Kuhn has in min'j

that demonstrate why professions and their bureaucracies find it so hard to shift paradigms,

despite the fact that realities show they should. To present the paradiam under which national

strategy is developed without acknowledging these organizational characteristics would be to



present an incomplete analysis

One mnigt claim, correctly, that the paradigm governing the development of our

military strategy consists of other beliefs or imperatives. I can only agree. However, the

seven part paradifm outlined above--belief in the Hobbesian nation-state system, the Soviet

threat, containment, deterrence, bi-p-,!ar balance of power, European focus, and hierarchical

bureaucrwy--seems to be sufficient for purposes of these minimal claims: ( I ) whatever

strategy the Secretary of Defense and the JCS have developed since World War II, it has been

consistent with the foregoing seven beleifs; (2) however the Department of Defense, the -JC$.

or the services have identified then solved problems, the solutions have been consistent with

these seven beliefs; and (3) that the foregoing paradigm describes the set of beliefs shared by,

promulgated, taught, and used by the mem bers of America's military profession.

- The Armed Forces of the United States--air, see, and land--are raised, equipped,

deployed, organized, educated, trained, fought, coordinated, and sastained in a way that is

consistent with the seven part paradigm outlined above. From the Marshall Plan and the

Truman Doctrine to the MX missile, from massive retaliation to competing strategies, from the

Berlin Crisis to the Cuban missile crisis, from the Korean War to Vietnam, from Contra

assistance to support for Afghan resistance--these beliefs have functioned iust as Kuhn

describes a paradigm functions. This paradigm las helped the United States military profession

explain and interpret the world, predict the future, Identify problems and prescribe solutions.

wufluct research, arid educate new members of the profession. In sum, from these beliefs and

Imperatives we have derived our national military strategy. These beliefs and imperatives

circumscribe the paradigm currently governing theAmerican military profession.

However, just as the elements of the current paradigm--and, by extension, the national

military strategy which derives from it--were not immutable when first presented, one

should not consider them immutable now. World War II ended with significant changes to the
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international community; America adapted to those changes. I shall argue in the next section

that the end of the Cold War has resulted in equally significant changes. In fact, current trends

and realities seem to challenge the foundation of each eiement of the current paradigm.

Step 3: Trends and realities that suggest we are at a point of paradigm shift.

FVffj4hb4 ;s mov;1Vd brn staysti

Heraclitus
Fragments

The Hobbesian model and the international order which fows from it is losing its

exp ,anatory power, It is less descriptive of the nature of sovereign states and of the way these

states interact with one another. States themselves are less autonomous than they once wer e,

the distinction between domestic and foreign policiae! are becoming blurred. Behavior of states

in the international community is limited, albeit incompletely, by world opinion, international

conventions, transnational commerce, and international organizations. While the changes are

not universal, they are growing in scope and strength. In sum, they mark a significant change

to the way international affairs are conducted.

The traditional Hobbesian model presupposes that each member of the international

community is a sovereign state, a state that monopolizes control over its finances, economy,

geography, and coercive power. These sovereign nations are the common power that ends

Hobbes' state of war of every man against every other and sets the rules of domestic behavior.

International behavior, to the contrary, has no such common power; therefore, states act in

their self-interest more or less unconstrained. However, as Joseph 5. Nye points out in l,,rv7

t046eW, the distinction between domestic and international is not as absolute as it oince was 115

Aftvov15/wvere,94- is being redefined in light of the growing transnational economic systemr

the world money market; global capital, and the age of Instant, tele-communications and

. computer technology. Growing interdependence, world opinion as projected by a global media



system, and the increasing significance of international institutions and conventions are

transforming the international community.

"Economic theory," says Peter Drucker in 7T& N(w Reaf/it. "still assumes that the

sovereign national state is the sole, or at least predominant unit, and the only one capable of

effective economic policy." 1 16 However, such is no longer the case. Drucker demonstrates that

a growing number of businesses are becoming tr-ansnational companies who do their designinq

"anyplace within the system .... do their research wherever there are research

scientists...,produce wherever the economics of manufacturing dictate. ... business plans,

business strategies, and business decisions... operate without regard for national

boundaries."117 The transnational character of the global economy is reflected across the

corporate spectrum--communications, brokers, bankers, manufacturers, service industries.

clothiers, musicians, film makers, entertainers, publishers, and television. The world

economy is growing separately from national economies. 110

Transnational actors will continue, and at a more rapid pace, to erode what had been the

sovereign power of the nation-state. "Companies are forming into what might be called

'Information-sharing groups,' according to Alvin Toffler's Powerst.t 119 The future economy

will be a network of companies forming "alliances, partnerships, agreements, research and

technical [cooperatives]."120 And, as the number of transnational companies grows

arithmetically, the numbers of possible comoinations grows geometrically. The result?' "Mega-

firms (that are] essentially non-national .... capable of transferring operations, funds.

pollution, and people across borders....As (these multinationals] lose their strictly national

boundaries, the entire relationship between global firms and national governments is

transformed."121

With the rise in transnational corporations comes a world money market and global
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capital. 122 "Olobalized production and marketing," explains Alvin Toffler, "require capital to

flow easily across national boundaries, This, in turn, demands the dismantling of old financial

regulations and barriers erected by nations to protect their economies. "123 Transnational

"business and global capital are linked directly. "As corporations integrate their production and

distribution across national boundaries, acquire foreign firms, and draw on brainpower from

around the entire world, they inevitably need fresh sources of capital in many countries .... ( thIs

need created] multinational securities firms that buy, sell, underwrite, and invest in many

nations." 12 4 Transnatlonal companies and global capital blur what had been clear With

globalized finance, a part of what had been the sole realm of a soveriegn nation is lost.

The nature of instant tele-communications and the rise of computer technology blurs

national boundaries and state sovereignty. Tels-communications is one of the two main

factors, according to Joseph S. Nye, that has "revolutionized global markets and accelerated the

development of transnational corporations that transfer economic activity across (national)

borders."12 5 Electronic money zips from corporation to corporation ignoring national

boundaries, following only tele-communicatlon links via computers and modems. "Life was

simple," writes Alvin Toffler, "when each country's telephone system was controlled by a

single company or ministry...and international standards were. decided by the International

Tele-communications Union."l26 Life became more complex when computers began talking to

one another, satellites began connecting corporate computers, and the number of telephone

companies grew. Individual states fully control neither the flow of information that fuels the

fast-moving, global economy nor the flow of information reported by the global media system

The transformation of the nature and extent of national sovereignty is changing the

international community. "Increasingly," reports Joseph S. Nye in goundto 4&-e- te

ChA&V1nWA/t1OVturofmMrffc Power, "the solutions to many current Issues of transnational



interdependence... require collective action and cooperation among states.... further, there are no

purely domestic solutions to such transnational problems; rather, collective international

action will be a critical part of their solution." 12 7 International organizations, muiti-national

institutions, and global conventions--like the United Nations, the World Court, International

agreements and sanctions- -are rising in importance. The/ are starting to congeal into the

rudiments of a commcwxow' that is capable of ending the Hobbesian state of nature in the

international community, World opinion, aided by a increasingly global media system, is

speeding the jelling process. Exemplitying the reach of television, Mr/atrend2000 presents

this vignette: "Ocobamba, Peru, a tiny village of 400 people had battery-powered television

before running water, regular mail service, and even electricity."1 2 8 While Toffler

recognizes that "the global media system will not make nations behave like Boy Scouts," he

correctly points out, It does raise "the cost of defying world opinion. "129 No one can doubt the

important role world opinion, the global media, and international institutions and conventions

plevid in the Vietnam War, the downfall of Marcos, the call to eliminate Aparthe'd, the growth

of demoncracy in Eastern Europe, the opening of the USSR, or the reforms in China, To be sure,

the pressures of world opinion, international convention, or global organizations were not me

sole causes of these events. Further, these pressures are felt less in closed societies than in

open ones. However, these pressures have been and remain forces significant enough to be

considered as major influences in the shaping of and the responses to world events. Their

consideration and force will continue to grow.

Nations are significantly less sovereIgn than they were fifty years ago Unilaleral action

in pursuit of a nation's self interest is an option less available to individual nations tocr/ than

fifty years ago. For these reasons then, the Hobbesian model Is diminishing in its utility. It

cannot yet be discarded; however, Spanier's description of the International community as
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resolved peacefully" is no longer as accurate as it was. 130 Even without a central government

in the full sense, the international scene has developed and will continue to develop beyond one

-" in which states are akin to Hobbes' "every man against every man." The transformation is not

complete, but the direction is clear and momentum established.

The set of the international stage has changed. The theoretical foundation which

American strategic planners assume and from which they begin their analysis is, itself, in

question, AS if this fundamental change were not enough, America's "Morlarty" has vanished

To say that the Soviet Union presents no threat to the United States is to overstate the

case. However, unless one has been cloistered absolutely for the past 30 years, one cannot deny

the radically different Soviet Union that the United States faces. Kennan foresaw events most

clearly when he said in 1947, "If disunity were ever to seize and paralyze the Party, the chaos

and weakness of Russian society would be revealed in forms beyond description. Soviet power

is only a crust....Soviet Russia might be changed overnight from one of the strongest to one of

the weakest and most pitiable of national societies. "131

What remains of the Soviet threat are three items. First, her ideology. Marxist

thinking is dialectical and teleological. Thus it allows for deviations and temporary setbacKs en

route to Its ultimate goal of a world in which Communism is the dominant Ideologv. In fact, in a

pure Marxist sense, a society must first pass through capitalism in order to develop into the

Ideal communist society. The USSR had never passed through Its capitalist phase. Thus, a

Marxist theorist could plausibly argue that the current changes in the Soviet Union are

necessary and will ultimately result in the true communist state Marx envisioned, Second, the

Soviets retain the ability to launch full and deadly nuclear strikes against the United States

Thus the threat to the physical destruction of the United States remains regardless of who is



governing or how they govern. Third, the USSR still has on active duty large numbers of well-

equipped conventional forces. She is not a military eunuch.

Even In ight of the above, however, the Soviet threat to the United States is

insignificant. First, even if what we are seeing in the Soviet Union is only the capitalist phase

Marx claims Is necessary, "going through" that phase seems certain to last more than a few

years. Further, to qo through the phase, the Soviet Union will have to become a relatively open

society, change the current modes of production, alter the social relationship between the

government and citizens, and adjust her moxLsooersn$/i in the international community

These actions, of which we see evidence, should sat;sfy even the staunchest "neo-McArthyite"

that the nature of the Soviet threat has changed. Perhaps at some time in the future, the $ovietv

will again move toward the communist rhetoric of the Cold War The United States should deal

with this eventuality then, not now. Second, while the U.S.S.R. still does possess significant

nuclear and conventional strength, she does not have the will to use either Hundreds ot

thousands of draftees fall to report for duty, and internal civil war threatens the cohesion of the

Soviet Union. Events in the Soviet Union have moved to such a point that even If a conservative

coup seize•d control of the central government, one could question--for internal economic and

political reasons--whether she would pose a significant threat to the United States.

Unfortunately, as the Soviet threat moved off stage, others moved on. Some nations are

led by aggressive terrorists, torturers, and totalitarians, or by fanatics armed with

increasingly lethoi weaponry. Therefore threats to the United States, its citizens, and the

values for which it stands, remain.

However, The changing nature of the domestic and international communities and the

changing face of the Soviet Union now confronting the United States entail changes to the Cold

Wa•' policy of containment, the national strategy of deterrence, and the organizational behavior

that had succeeded under the old paradigm.
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As successful as our policy of containment has been, Its necessity is over. The

aggressive, ideological and militarily menacing Soviet Union need not be contained any more

"For the United States," says Peter Drucker, "the disintegration of the Russian Empire means

a total change In foreign policy, and in the assumptions that have undergirded American foreign

policy." 132 Recognizing the same need, President Bush writes that the United States "must

move beyond containment to seek the integration of the Soviet Union Into the international

system as a constructive partner .... Moscow will find us a willing partner in creating the

conditions that will permit the Soviet Union to join, and be welcome in, a peaceful, free, ind

prosperous international community. "133 Further, no other nation has stepped forward to

threaten the United States, either physically or ideologically, as the Soviet Union did.

Therefore,the need to contain the Soviet Union, or anyone else, is past.

Containment was the national policy from which deterrence flowed. The two, as

demonstrated ealier, are linked essentially. With no justification for the policy of

containment, what happens to the strategy of deterrence as currently practicedV

The raes td'etre of America's Cold War strategy of deterrence was to preclude Soy iet

expansion. With this motivation gone, what shall the United States deter? Some might sucoest;

deter aggression, or instability, or proliferation of non-democratic governments. However,

executing any of these superficial answers would quickly overcome the economic capability of

the United States. Each would require that the United States become, permanently, the world's

police force. Further, adopting any as the U.S. manttnoa7dio would result in more

deployments of forces than either the U.S. Congress or the people would accept and more than

the budget could afford. Tnerefore, such answers are Infeasible and unrealistic. In the section

entitled, "Our Interests and Objectives In the 1990s," his A/atbna/&ecuty1fro/e•,yvtbe

MUnitdS/afa President Bush answers by saying, "The United States seeks, whenever possible



in concert with its allies1 to deter any aggression that could threaten Its seivurity "134 ("t

even this answer Is Incomplete for two reasons,

First, for the same reasons the previous answers are unsatisfactory--that they commit

the United States to too much--President Bush's use of "security" is imprecise. By using that

word, the President certainly cannot mean each end every threat to our security is justification

for going to war, Rather, its use must mean that the United States seeks to deter other nations

from threatening the physical existence of the United States or the security of our vital national

interests. That this second use is the proper understanding of the President's use of "securitv"

seems to be the proper conclusion.

Second, given that President Bush wants to deter threats to our security as understood

above, the real question is not "What shall the United States deter?" Rather. "When should the

United States use military force?" To answer this question, one must distinguish "vital"

national interests from other interests. I shall take up a discussion of this topic in the last

section of this essay--suggestions for a new paradigm. The discussion thus far is sufficient to

suggest to the following minimal conclusion: the notion of "deterrence," at least as orofessed in

the current paradiom, is Inadequate. Its inadequacey results from its essential link to

containment for which no justification now exists.

This conclusion, especially when added to the shifts In the nature of the international

community, the nature of the threats facing the United States, and the dissolution of

containment, would be enough to demonstrate that the paradigm under which the United States

national military strategy has developed and been executed for the past 40 years is snifting.

However, world trends and realities are also affecting the traditional understanding of the

balance of power and the need to focus on a European battlefield.

The world in which the former Soviet threat was identified, containment professeo, and

deterrence executed is no longer bi-polar In the same sense as in the past. "Elements of bi-



polarity will continue," reports Joseph S. Nye, "particularly at the mIlitary level. ..But these

elements alone are unlikely to be sufficient to restore containment as the central strateoic

concept for the coming decade." 135 When one considers all the elements of national power, to

claim that the United States and the Soviet Union are co-equal global superpowers seems

unsupportable. Further, although the U.S.S.R. retains significant conventional and nuclear

power, one must remember that the questions: "Does c•untry a have 0A?" and "is country rv

capable, all things considered, of using 0O" are two separate questions- -logically and

practically. The Soviet Union has and is capable of using her nuclear arsenal; the likelihood of

the Soviet economy supporting a major war is remote--at best. The USSR has but is incapable

of using ther conventional forces in such a way so as to pose a serious, sustained threat to the

United States or NATO-- atleast in the near and mid-term.

With this shift, the worst-case scenario involving a Soviet attack of Western Europe

dissipates. There may be other, good reasons for some kind of American presence In Europe.

however, a U.S. presence in Europe cannot use as its justification the threat of Imminent and

potentially pre-emptive attack by the Soviet Union and its allies of the former Warsaw Pact.

Simultaneous with the shifts In containment, deterrence, the balance of power, and the

Soviet Union, are the changes bureeucatic organizations are currently undergoing. In the

business world, large, bureaucratic corporations are changing. They are restructuring to

survive and prosper in the current domestic and international milieau. Tom Peters, in

T/Pr/wfvon Qe, characterizes that mileau as chaotic and uncertain where successful

organizations will "enhance responsiveness through increased flexibility, short-cycle

innovation" 136 Successful companies will be ones which can produce within their leadership

and workers a wholesale change of attitude and which will reduce layers of management, flatten

their organization, break down the barriers between functions, and create systems that result
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adopted from the business world for use In the military, one must be cautious of believing,

falsely, in an exact correspondence between the corporate world and the military world. Such a

belief is wrong, and would yield inappropriate conclusions. However, one does seem warranted

In investigating why large corporations- -with whom the Departmant of Defense bureaucracy

shares many characteristics--feel the need to restructure. Perhaps, there may be some

correspondence with DOD,

One gets the sense from reading /1Y4r&nds 2000, Th vANwr/fftAes, Powers/i(ts, and

Thrlyv/n)n O that much more important that any one individual change ocurring in the

world--domestic and international--Is the conflation of the number of changes and the rate of

those changes. The pace of change in the world, and the uncertainty which results from this

pace, place significant stress on bureaucratic orgenziations and their leaders. 138- Toffler

outlines these difficulties when he says,

The real trouble starts...when turbulence in...the economy, or society stirs
up completely new kinds of problems or opportunities .... Suddenly
decision-makers confront situations for which no cubbyholed Information
exists. The more accelerated the rate of change...the more such one-of-a-kind
situations crop up .... When situations that can't be assigned to predesignated..
cubbyholes [occur], bureaucrats get nasty...What we see,..is a burgeoning crisis
at the very heart of bureaucracy, High speed change not only overwhelms its...
structure, it attacks the very deepest assumption on which the system is based. 139

Toffler continues by saying, "high speed change requires equally high-speed decisions--

but power struggles make bureaucracies notoriously slow .... Bureaucracy will not vansh .... out

the environmental conditions...are changong so rapidly...they can no longer perform the

functions for which they were designed." He concludes by stating unequivocelly that "it is now

accepted that companies will wither under competitive fire if they cling to the old central l.ed

bureaucratic structures that flourished during the smokestack age. "140

The requirement for business organizations to focus, decide, and act more efficlenctly
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and effectively in a fast paced, uncertain, near-chaotic environment seems quite analogous to

the situation in which military professionals find themselves. A number of recently published

"- - documents, authored by senior Defense Department officials, suggest. the similarity of the

., situations. Secretary Cheneyr, in hisAn7rn/PRort to the Presktnt &r7d the Congres.,

characterizes the present world situation as an "era of tremendous uncertainty "141

Amplifying this view, the Secretary of the Army reports, "As we enter the 1 990s, our nation

faces a significantly more complex and varied security environment than at any time in our

history" and a future full of uncertainty. 142 General Carl E. Vuono adds his description of the

current environment in which military professionals must operate. He says. "many of the

conditions that have undergirded our nation's security strategy for more than four decades are

being rendered obsolete by the rush of events around the world." 143 General Vuono then

explains that one of the dominant characteristics of the world in which we find ourselves today

is the ongoing march of change. 144 Finally, Stephen K. Conver, Assistant Secretary of the

Army for Research, Development and Acquisition, says, "Our watchword for the future Is

change. The new and markedly different world political and economic scene, along with the

declining defense budget, will result in dramatic changes in the way we do business." 145

In the section of his annual report entitled, "Strengthening Defense Management,"

Secretary Cheney discuss ways to make the Department of Defense more efficient without losing

effectiveness. The prime impetus behind his call is the awareness of a declining budget. 146

Declining monies, however, is only one of the reasons which motivates DOD to scour its

bureaucracy. A second reason, one that might actually be most Important, is this: the world in

which DOD must operate--domestic and international--is a rapid-changing world. and an

overly bureaucratic DOD organizaton will not be able to keep pace in that world

* Goldwater-Nichols and the changes it brought to the Department of Defense have helped,
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are helping, and will continue to help DOD to restructure. Budget cuts w ill also force some

efficiency related changes. However, "any hope of replacing bureaucracy... involves more than

shifting people around (and eliminating] 'fat,'.. .. Today, change is so accelerated and the

information needed is so complex that the channels, too,...are overwhelmed, clogged with

messes."147 Further, any serious change must be not only organizational but also one of

Intellect; the military profession must find within itself the "Intellectual muscle and

creativity" to deal with "this time of epochal change." 1 48

Innovation, flexibility, creativity, rapidity of decision making and action, divestiture of

-vested interest and parochial focus, and breaking from the inertia of tne past- - these are the

requirements that the numbers of changes and pace of those changes place upon organizations

and leaders. These are the traits which trends and realities require organization to engender

similarly, these are the traits which are required of the military strategists.

Interim conclusions

Thi• mrits Ofd .. thb&iy Wre 17proXrt1O to the cornxt Pred'ctws$ 1;cn. 't ,,,/" ,

Stephen Toulm in
Foresight and Understanding

The beliefs which the American military profession has shared; agreed upon as those

which should govern our military thinking; used to solve the puzzles of the past 45 years and to

Interpret, organize, and explain our world; and taught in our professional development Schools

are changing. The process began almost imperceptibly; no one could have predicted the change-

that have occurred or the rapidity of those change. Thus, one seems warranted to suggest that

using the current paradigm to solve contemporary problems will result in solutions that will

not work, The current paradigm no longer"fits" reality. Two choices manifest themselves.

The first: continue to hold to the old paradigm, with some modifications possibly, calling
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the new observations anaomolies or exceptions. The second: search for and adopt a new

paradigm. That we have this choice indentIfles our position as a trainsition period

"Another characteristic marking the transition period between paradigms, Kuhn

explains, Is the dbate over the future direction of the profession. 149 Such a debate Is awoarent

in the military profession. Professional journals, briefings, position papers, "think-tank"

studies--all evidence the concern of the profession over "wh•re its going." This debate will

result, sooner or later, in a new paradigm, one which conforms to the changing world.

Further, the debate Is healthy, albeit uncomfortable for some. It will help the profession

determine the best way to raise, equip, deploy, organize, educate, train, fight, cordinate, and

sustain the nation's armed forces so as to be prepared for the future. Our national military

strategy is not vacuum-born. It is derived from a certain set of beliefs, a paradigm, that

governs those who establish the strategy--the military profession, both civilian and

uniformed.

The logic and evidence presented in this on-going debate seems to lead one to the second

choice--search for and adopt a new paradigm. That is, the profession ought to search for a new

set of beliefs which conform to current realities and will, therefore, constitute a usable

paradigm from which to daive a new national military strategy. When it comes to paradigm

shifts, however, logic and evidence are necessary but insufficient in and of themselves. In a

literal sense, to identify the requirement to shift paradigms Is to identify a crisis in faith. The

old paradigm worked. The profession has reason to believe in it. No such quarantee exists with

a new one. Momentum will always be with the old paradigm; the tendency in any profesionn

will always be to modify its current Daradigm, not to change it. The risk involved in changing

is significant. But, as the French saw, the risk in not changing is also real. Of what might a

new paradigm consist?
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Step 4: Implications: Suggestions for a new paradigm

It IS /mARs;sI le f& - l AM AAYuA Ist d'nr X to 0 & [tAr! fuWur .. .erper .. Ce•IC.
os., dSou W s1 ot.., to &-rvg at C'-titu*. w/ub Is impossibe, but.., to t

wit* tMe utmostossbe r•W&be~s n the tS given us

Leibniz
Ethics. Law. anId Civilization

According to the Hobbes, only a powerful common government can guarantee peacefui

coexistence. Without this common power, the natural state In the international arena is a state

of constarl war or ootential war between soveriegn states. 150 The app]licability of Hobbes"

ideas is in question for two reasons: first. states are not as sovereign as they once had been.

second, even in the absense of a powerful common government, world opinion, glotal

organizations, and multi-national agreements constrain the behavior of states much more than

they had. The ideas of the following theorists provides a more plausible alternative to trie

Hobbes' view, An Envwijry C z7co*nrI7h the Prirciples of/1 ls/. 27fthe O'ii of C "err,.e,

and Vf#tV0 ,nAl/Q-xtrt"by David Hume, a 18th century Scottish historian and

philospher'; rheEm&rPwofArms by Edna Ulimann-Margalit. a 20th centurv sociologists

and r1eV5r&wafCbnv1ict by Thomas Schelling, a 20th century international relations

theorist. While neither Hume, Ullmann-Margalit, nor Schelling--IIke Hobbes before them--

specifically addresses the international community, what they say is applicable and

illumin?.tin.

This alternative, whlich I shall call "Humean," starts bN, assuming that each state

reconizes that its long-term best intim"est lies in peaceful, cooperative arrangements amoni

members of the international community orovided other states do the same. The guarantee that

nations will act •ccording to this proviso, they suggest, develops naturallv, over time ir the

following wav- first, some nations--and to a significant degree other, non-national, aloba l

agents--enter into cooperative arrangements with one another Second, these arranrgeme.nt-
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result in regularities of behavior and of expectations among those cooperating. Other nations,

seeing the advantages of these arrangements and being heartened by the regularity of behavior

and expectations, join in. Third, regularities of behavior and expectations develop into

conventions among participants. Conventions add even more predictabilty and stability to the

behavior of states. Finally, the conventions develop into norms, the last step in the process, 151

The Hobbesian model holds that violence and coersive power are the only guarantor of

international order and, in the absence of such a common power, violence, or the threat of it, is

the norm. Hume suggests that rational self-interest is the primary guarantor of an

international order and that violence is the exception to the rule. Further, with Ul1man-

Maralit and Schelling, he demonstrates that regulated, normative behavior can and does develop"

even without the establishnient of a "common power." Predictability, stability, and

advancement of interest result initially from regularity of behavior, then from conventions

and norms. This alternative reveals a deeper understanding of the nature of coercive power.

Coersion is not Imposed externally as Hobbes says it must be. Norms which arise from

regularities of behavior and conventions--that is from the choices states and other

international actors make--are sufficiently coersive to result in predictability and stability

No common power, as Hobbes requires, must exist to produce an international order.

The important point is this: the International community can govern itself sufficiently

enough to guarantee predictability, stability, and advancement of individual states' self interest

without the existence of a world government. Rogue states will take advantage of these

arrangements from time to time. Violence and the use of force will never be eliminated.

However, this is the exception rather then the.rule. Further, the international community wf1I

develop--and some might use the current Iraqi crisis as evidence that such a development is

occurring now--conventions and norms to govern how rogue states are to be handled.

Every state should, but certainly nations like the United States who are recojnized as
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leaders in the world community must, reinforce regularities of behavior, conventions, and

norm that have developed and are developing. Doing so adds weight to the force these

regularities, conventions, and norms have; adds legitimacy to the process; and adds momentum

toward the development of more useful, more long-lasting, and more binding norms--all of

which is in the long term best interest of each individual state and the community as a whole

The alternative suggested in the ideas of Hume, Ullman-Mar.alIt, and Schelllng is not utopian.

it is, howwver, a more accurate description and explanation of the how the international

community works and is more suggestive concerning what nations must do to create the kind of

stable world environment require for each nation to flourish.

This accuracy results in suggesting that it be the theoretical foundation of our new

paradigm which, in turn, suggests a method for reassessing the threat and replacement concepts

for both containment and deterrence. Joseph S. Nye, Jr. suggests that "the critical question for

the future of the United States is not whether it will start the next century as a superpower

with the largest supply of resources, but to what extent it will be able to control the political

environment and to get other nations to do what it wants." 15 2 The kind of control over the

political environment that seems in the best, long-term interest of the United States appears to

be the kind which results from developing norms by which the international community will

govern its behavior--as suggested by Hume, Ullman-Maragallt, and Schelling.

Just as the military profession must consider an alternative to the Hobbesian model as

the theoretical foundation to Its new paradigm, the profession must conslder a new "threat." For

the past forty-five years the primary threats to the "ultimate survival or well being of the

nation" have been from external sources--specifically the Soviet Union and her surrogates

Correctly, we have placed our primary emphasis in countering these threats. ýome, albeit

diminished, external threats to the security of the United States remain. However, emphasls

will shift to internal threats to our vital national interests, those which "threaten the ultiuiati.
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America remains threatened by external sources, but to a much lesser extent than she

had been. The U.S. cannot turn our back to these threats; neither can she give them the same

emphasis she had given the ubiquitous Soviet threat. The security of our nation-- its ultimate

survival and well being as the kind of nation that America is--ultimately rests upon a strong,

healthy economy, an educated polity , and governmental agencies that can react quickly and

effectively enough in today's fast changing, complex world. To lose sight of the requirement to

secure these ultimate foundations of our national strength is to define "national security" too

narrowly.

Any threat to these ultimate foundations of our national strength are surely threats to

our "vital national interestS," albeit non traditional because of their "internal" n6ture. Five

such Internal, non-traditional threats are: the national deficit, a sagging economy, drug abuse,

a poor education system, and overly bureaucratic governmental agencies. Each strikes at the

heart of our democracy. The deficit and sagging economy steal our economic future and our

abilty to modernize an compete. Drug Abuse erodes respect for democratic institutions and the

values upon which this nation was founded. Like our growing deficit, drug abuse literally steals

the future from young Americans. Our education system keeps us from developing the educated

polity required to sustain a democracy and to compete in the fast-paced, high-tech, information.

based marketplace. Overly bureaucratic governmental agencies, civilian and military, reduces

our ability to respond quickly enough to the rapid pace of change which is characteristic of our

current domestic and international world. The rate of change in social, economic, fiscal,

technological, corporate, and international worlds is such that overly bureaucratic

organizations cannot keep pace. 154 "Rapid change means.. uncertainty (arnd] competition from

the least-expected quarter," explains Toffler, 'land] bureaucratic organizations is too slow
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decisively enough In a series of challenges: the savings and ,con crisis, deficit reduction, the

problem of AIDS, producing a budget, countering drug abuse and narco-trafficking, housing the

homeless, and fixing America's education system. Corporations are learning the need to

restructure to such a size so as to be responsive to the pace of their marketplace Government

agencies and departments must learn the same lesson.

This second class of threats is not the classic external, "enemy-corin ng-over-the-wire"

threat one is used to identifying as those challenging our vital interests and national securltv

To view national security in these terms is quite non-traditional, However, one cannot deny

that these threats seriously Jeopardize our national security, especially in lIght of the analysis

contained in two recent books which explain what it takes for a nation to be, and rAmain, a

great power. The first In Paul Kennedy's "Tb/Anud17e/lof t/e OrestPOwers," t27.vmnc

Yr(uanMndM/lftarye 27nit from 1500 to 2000,' the second, Alvin Toffler's Power.vslrt

"Perhaps the best way to comprehend what lies ahead is to look bxkwerd briefly,"

Kennedy says, "Ot the rise and fall of the Great Powers over the past five centuries, "156

Looking backwaro, Kennedy argues that all great powers have had to balance, simultaneously,

three competing priorities: "to provide military security (or some viable alternative to

security) for Its national interests, andto satisfy the socioeconomic needs of its citizenry, a&V

to ensure sustained growth, this last being essential both for the positive purpose of affording

the required guns and butter at the present, and for the negative purpose of avoiding a relative

economic decline which could hurt the people's military and economic security in the

future." 15 7 To emphasize any one for too long, Kennedy claims, will 'result in decline from a

position of great power. Kennedy's analysis concludes: too much spending, over time, in the

military realm for what is normally called "national security," is equally as bad as too much
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spending, over time, in the domestic realm for what Is normally called "social security

Toffler presents a different perspective on the source of a nation's power. H13 analysis

of the source of a nation's power identifies the following three items as most important,

violence (military strength), wealth (economic strength), and knowledge (educational

strength). 158 Each is important, for a nation whose power is balanced among all three

elements of the triad is a nation prepared for all challenoes the future may bring. 159 However,

knowledge Is the basis for creating wealth, adapting to changing situations, the central source of

advanced economies, and a force multiplier In the realm of military strength. 160 The

educational strength of a nation will give it the edge it needs in the fast-paced, ever-changing,

dangerous world of the 21st century. Therefore, Toffler concludes that "more important than

either arms or wealth is the knowledge on which both are increasingly dependent, "161

Armed forces correctly focus on the more traditional, external threats to national

security. This focus must remain, for the world still contains powerful threats to the physical

security of the United States and her citizens. While the diminishing Soviet threat does not

leave a "Shangri-la" world, the military profession must realize that for legitimate purposes

of national security, America's priority of effort and spending may have to go to counter the non.

traditional, internal threats. Only by doing so, at least in the near term, will the country be

able to sustain its national strength in the fullest sense. Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr , in M/'e

avI•sofAM',1,&9sj&try, explains that such a shift in focus is a quite normal. perhaps even

necessary, shift that has recurred throughout American history. 162

If the military profession had only to digest two new beliefs--that of a Humean

theoretical foundation and "internal" threats to national security--the conceptual flexibility

required of it would be significant. Unfortunately, more is required. The beliefs concerning

containment, deterrency, and balance of power, as well as changes to the orofesslons
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Already, the policy of containment is giving way to a policy of inclusion. The cooperation

between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R has strengthed international regularities of behavior and

conventions. The Soviets see that it is in their own self Interest, as Hume observed, to enter a

Humean world order. America's best interest lies in doing what it can to reinforce further

development of reqularlties of behavior, conventions, and norms. The resultina predictability

and stability Is the kind of world in which America's well being can flourish It is also the kind

of world In which the well being of other nations flourishes--a fact that more are beginning to

understand which, in turn, further strengthens the development of norm-guided behavior in

the International arena even without the Hobbesian "c~ommon power."

The predictability and stability resulting from a Humean development of norms is unlike

that resulting from coercive force or fear of it. The former is deeper, more long lasting

because it is imposed internally, built upon self-interest, and results from development over

time. The letter is shallow, and will not stand the test of time because it is imposed externally.

Once the external, coercive power is gone, the reason to regulate one's behavior goes ton. The

result is a break up of whatever patterns of regularity and conventions that had been present.

To a large degree, one can see exactly this kind of phenomenom in the break-up of the Warsaw

Pact and the Communist Party In the Soviet Union. To use force to establish a long-lasting,

predictable and stable world is to demonstrate that either one does not understand the Cmrrect

source of stability or one is interested only in the short-term.

Force still has its place, but not to establish predictability and stability Rather, the

use of force will be linked to one of two cases. Case One: a single nation or a coalition of nations

will use armed force to deal with a "rogue" state that has violated, or Is threatening to violate,

established reaularites, conventions, or norms. Case Two: a single nation, or more rarely a

coalition of nations, will use, as a last resort, armed force to protect its vital national
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interests. These two variants of the use of force change the nature of deterrence in new

paradigm.

In one sense. the strategy remains valid. America's armed forces continue to deter use of

nuclear arms, global war, and regional conflicts. In another sense, the justification for

deterrence has changed absolutely. The concept was linked essentially to the ideas of an

aggressive Soviet threat and the policy of containment--neither of which is now valid. In the

past we could justify use of American force by showing that use would deter the Soviet Union or

her surrcgates, thus contain Communism. Such a justification is no longer valid.

So, when should the United States use military force? The answer is found in the two

variants described above. The first variant is relatively straight (orward, The second,

however, because of its useof "vital national Interests" requires clarification. What is a "vital

national interest"? Jeffery Record, in BtvWdMf1ltr/yA form, offers this definition: "any

interest in defense of which one Is wiling and able to go to war." 163 The initial draft of ,.JC5

PUB 0- 1 i echoes Records' definition by saying that "vital

interests are those deemed worth fighting for. -164 Such answers are useless tautologies

Robert E. Osgood, in Limited WM*aeviI•, presents a more useful answer of vital Interests.

"those directly and imminently [linked] to physical or economic security of the United

States,"1 65 Likewise the glossary of JCS PUB 0- 1 says that "a vital interest is one which

threatens the ultimate survival or well being of the nation." 166 Any interests beyond this are

subordinate and may or may not justilfy the use of force.

In the paradigm required by the new world trends and realities, justified intervention

replaces deterrence as the standard for determining when the United States should use its armed

forces. Intervention is justified in at least the two cases described above--to deal with the

"rogue" state, or to protect vital national interests. However, a nation does not use its force
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upon the decision to use force. For example: To what degree are the interests of the United

States threatened? What is the imminence of the threat? What will be the cost to the United

States? What will be the cost not to use U.S. military force? To be sure, the answers to these

questions are difficult and largely non-quantifiable. More important, unlike deterrence which

offered strategists a near blanket approval for use of force, intervention must be Justified in

eac.h and every case,

This approach does not suggest American Isolationism. The United States Is a global

superpower and, as such, retains leadership responsibility. Further, a rogue state or other

agents threatening to destroy the development of International regularities of behavior,

conventions, and norms may require a counterfor•. However, American forces need not Oe

involved in each of these instances. In fact, in light of America's requirement to focus on

internal threats to its vital national interests--the deficit, drug abuse, the quality of

education, and overly bug'eaucratic governmental agencies--one could present a plausible

argument that American forces ought to be Involved as little as possible.

The United States cannot, nor should It, divest itself of Its global leadership

responsibilities. However, neither can it divest itself of its domestic responsibilites, The

United States ihas not had to balance her attention between external and Internal threats to the

degree now required, This Is new and uncomfortable ground, especially for military

professionals. What Is required is not the trite "doing more with less." Rather what seems to

be needed is this: a complete review of American committments, a re- dentification of the

condittons under which America should use her armed forces, and establishing global security

arrangements, perhaps even regional, which will preclude--as in Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq--

the United States from shouldering the military load.

The new theoretical foundation, the changed nature of the threat, and the replacements
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traditional the balance of Dower. The U.S. is now concerned with simultaneously ba~ancing

powers in the international scene and developing the power that comes from balancing it!.

internal sources of power.

Balancing powers refers to the return of the multi-polar international world. The

power of Japan, the European Economic Community, oil producing nations, and others--al1

have risen since World War I I's end. Even if one rejects the claim that America is in decl inH.,

one cannot roject the rise In the power of other nations and regions, The bi-polar world is now

an historical phenomenon, no longer applicable to the international community. Also falling to

history Is America's primary focus on Europe. The countries of Europe as an economic power,

the vanished threat of the great NATO-Warsaw Pact battle along the GOP trace; the development

of financial and economic intercifpendence, transnational 6,.tors and Issues, and the growing

Importance of world opinon, global organizations, and international conventions- -all Constitute

the reesons why America's primary focus Is global, not regional or European. Finally.

balancing powers will occur In the Humean. interdependent world. Developing regularities of

behavior, conventions, and norms will itself become a form of balance.

The power of balance 167 refers to power a nation derives from balancing two triad~s

The first, from Paul Kennedy's rh*RhW&7dFs11ae fiVgO~vtPowsrs, concerns the three

essential of a national economy, to provide for military security, to satisfy socio-economic

needs of Its citizenry, and to ensure sustained growth. 168 rho second, trom Alvin Toffler's

Pos~/if, concerns the three essential sources of national power: military, economic, and

educational. 169 The power of balance will result from successful treatment of the internal

threats now emerging with the United States. Thus, one seems warranted in suggesting an

essential unity In the elements of the new paradigm.
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Finally, the new paradigm from which America's future national mi lI tarv-strata),• . ,

derived must contain a belief in restructuring overly bureaucratic arrangements. This

restructuring is not merely consolidation of functions, although consolidation is Important.

Rather, the restructuring must eliminate unnecessary layers in the bureaucray and quic.en

the transfer of Information among those needing It.

The requirement for timely responses in fast changing situations is true of

governmental agencies and departments, "Pace," Toffler explains, "Is determined by the speed

of transactions, the time needed to [make] decisions...the speed with which data, information

and knowledge pulse through the...system."170 Pace also is a function of the speed with which

recommendations are suggested, evaluated, and implemented and the time needed to go from

identify new organizational or equipment requirements to "making it happen"

To achieve this kind of restructuring within DOD, and other ,Xvernmental agencies ana

departments as well, will require a change in philososohy. One sees the oeeds of of this k ind of

change in the observations and recommendations concerning bureaucracies and the resultant

decision-action cycles in the President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management wher

the commission discusses the DOD acquisition organization and orocedures and defense strategv

development. 171 "No one expects bureaucratic organizations to disappear ," explains Toffler,

"Ethey] remain appropriate for some purpose."172 What the new paradigm requires,

however, is to recognize that: "today's changes...come at a faster pace than bureaucracies can

handle .... The faster things change in the outside world... the greater the stress placed on

bureaucracy's underlying framework and the more friction and infighting. "173

This kind of restructuring and the need to meet the needs of an uncertain, fast changing

future, will require the military profession to foster and reward creativity and innovation

Only with these traits will the profession be able to undertake the difficult t.ask of defining the
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beliefs which should make up the new paradigm, then deriving from that paradigm the new

ways in which the netion will raise, equip, deploy, organize, educate, train, fight, coordinate,

and sustain its armed forces.

Sumwnary end epilogue

In this essay, I argued that fundamental changes in national military strategy involve

shifts in the wae the military profession views the world--first comes a conceptual shift,

then, practical changes, I cholse Kuhn's paradigm model because he demonstrates that the

beliefs which make up a profession's paradigm provide the foundation of that profession's

culture and governs the dally problem solving activities within that profession. He also

demonstrates why paradigm shifts are hard for professions to acheive. The essay's argument

developed in four steps: first, an explanation of the nature of a paradigm, how It works, how

and why it shifts. For this explanation I used the paradigm governing the inter-war French

military profession as an example. Second, a description the U.S. military's current paradigm,

third, trends and realities which challenge the current paradigm's legitimacy; and fourth,

suggestions concerning a new paradigm. The evidence presented in the essay, summarized at

appendix one, argues that America can no longer raise, equip, deploy, organize, educate, train,

fight, coordinate, and sustain the nation's armed forces guided by the current paradigm. Too

much has changed. America requires a new paradigm from which to derive her national

military strategy. The suggestions I have adduced as possible components of a new paradigm are

surely not the final answer; however, the nation requires some similar guide.

Shifting paradigms is traumatic and dangerous. The danger is even more real, and

thereby one is warranted in being more cautious, when one is concerned with the security of

the nation. Danger correctly elicits caution and prudence; it should also elicit courage AS the

eminent psychologist Rollo May points out, "the need for creative courage is in direct

proportion to the degree of change the profession is undergoing .... (When cal led upon] to do



something new, to confront a no man's land, to push into a forest where there are no well-worn

paths and from which no one has returned to guide us...to leap Into the unknown...requires a

degree of courage for which there is no immediate precedent and which few people realize.. "74
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Appendix I. Summary of findings in steps two through four.

CURRENT PARADIGM NEW TRENDS NEW PARADIGM
and REALITIES

Hobbesian nation-state decreasing soveriengty; Humean International
System increased import of System

global organizations,
conventions, and opinion

the Soviet Threat Soviet nuclear an Diminished external
conventional strength threats; increased
remains; will to and non-traditional,
likelihood of use gone; internal threats
collapse of Smviet
economy

Containment nothing to contain Inclusion

Deterrence no justification for Justified Intervention,
Cold War understanaing linKed to vital national
of deterrence interests and international

order

Bi-polar Balance of Bi-polarity gone Balancing Powers and
Power -Power of Balance

European Focus Justification for focus on Global Focus
Europe gone

Cumbersome pace of change threatens Faster, More
Bureaucracy; Nostalgic bureaucai's ability to Creative analysis
point of reference cope; more intellectual

flexibility and creativity
required of leaders
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